[Study of electron transport in heme proteins. X. Effect of pH, ionic strength, and zinc ions and the rate of ferricytochrome c reduction by oxymyoglobin from swine heart].
The rate of the redox reaction between porcine MbO2 and ferri-Cyt c at different ionic strengths in the pH range 5-8 has been studied. At low ionic strength (I = 0-0.1) the pH dependence curve was found to have a sigmoid shape with pKeff approximately 5.7, implying the effect of ionization of His-119(GH1) at the "active site" of myoglobin on the kinetics of the process. In this range of ionic strengths the rate of the reaction decreases sharply. The slope of the curve in the coordinates of IgKexp versus square root of I/1 + square root of I varies depending on pH. It is greater at pH less than or equal to 6 and smaller at pH 7.5, which is due to deprotonation of His(GH1). At high ionic strength (I greater than 0.1) the rate of electron transfer is negligible, independent of pH and does not practically change as I increases from 0.1 to 1. It is shown that the local electrostatic interactions play a decisive role in the formation of an efficient electron-transfer complex between Mb and Cyt c. The binding of the zinc ion to His(GH1) was found to inhibit the electron transfer at I = 0.01, similarly to what occurs at a high ionic strength, though the "reactive" charges of the proteins are not screened and the positive charge at His(GH1) is retained. This suggests that His(GH1) is directly involved in the mechanism of electron transfer from Mb to Cyt c. The data obtained are compared with earlier data on the effect of pH, ionic strength and zinc ions on the reaction between MbO2 from sperm whale and Cyt c. To explain the higher efficiency of pig MbO2 as electron donor, the electrostatic and steric properties of both myoglobins have been analyzed.